Integrated energy efficiency evaluation of a multi-source multi-load desalination micro-energy network
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Abstract: With increasing global shortage of fresh water resources, many countries are prioritizing desalination as a means of utilizing abundantly available seawater resources. Integrated energy efficiency evaluation is a scientific method for the quantitative analysis of energy efficiency based on multiple indicators and is very useful for investment, construction, and scientific decision-making for desalination projects. In this paper, the energy efficiency evaluation of the micro energy network (MEN) of desalination for multi-source and multi-load is studied, and the basic idea of comprehensive energy efficiency evaluation is analyzed. The process includes the use of a MEN model to establish an integrated energy efficiency evaluation index system, taking into consideration energy, equipment, economic, environmental, and social factors. A combined evaluation method considering subjective and objective comprehensive weights for multi-source multi-load desalination MENs is proposed to evaluate the energy efficiency of desalination and from multiple perspectives.
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1 Introduction

Water is essential for all forms of life on earth and is an irreplaceable natural and strategic resource for maintaining the functions of earth’s ecosystem and the development of the socio-economic system [1]. Presently, more than half of the countries and regions of the world lack effective access to clean drinking water. This is especially the case in developing countries, where more than one billion people are without a stable supply of clean fresh water [2]. China is one of the 13 most water-deficient countries identified by the United Nations, with a per capita share of fresh water of only one quarter of the world’s average, and is in urgent need of new technologies for discovering stable sources of fresh water.

Seawater accounts for more than 97% of the earth’s total water resource. Hence, desalination technology for exploiting this huge resource through the evolved use of simple principles has become the prime focus of some countries for solving the freshwater shortage problem [3],
Table 1 shows the development of desalination in the world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Places</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chennai desalination plant, India</td>
<td>Largest desalination plant in South Asia at the time of its completion [5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadera desalination plant, Israel</td>
<td>Largest in the world at the time of its construction [6].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>First country to use desalination technology for the large-scale supply of household water [7].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>A series of laws were passed to promote the development of desalination [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily, Italy</td>
<td>Desalination plant built 20 years ago can provide 20% local freshwater supply [9].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamma Desalination Plant, Algeria</td>
<td>The largest in Africa [10-11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trekkoppje Plant, Namibia</td>
<td>Solar energy for the desalination process [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>More than 150 desalination plants have been built and the technologies approaching advanced international level [13-14].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, desalination is an “energy for water” technology, with the energy consumption accounting for more than a third part of the total cost [15]. Improvement of the energy utilization efficiency of the process has been approached through the combined use of renewable energy, energy storage, multi-energy conversion equipment, desalination units, and other components to form a multi-source multi-load micro-energy network (MEN). This enables maximum utilization of the renewable resources through simultaneous application to cooling, heating, and electricity generation [16].

The MEN of a multi-source multi-load desalination plant contains substantial energy sources, various internal energy conversion equipment, and multiple outputs. Scientific and reasonable measurements of the energy utilization and output efficiency are important to the development and application of the process. Integrated energy efficiency evaluation is a scientific method for quantitatively analyzing the energy utilization and output efficiencies of desalination through a series of scientific indicators. It is a powerful investment, construction, and operation decision-making tool for desalination projects, enabling scientific, reasonable, and objective evaluation and quantitative analysis of a multi-source multi-load MEN. Further, integrated energy efficiency evaluation enables the determination of the key theories and technologies that afford significant energy efficiency improvement, thereby providing a basis and technical support for the construction of desalination plants and development of energy efficiency improvement strategies.

Regarding energy efficiency evaluation for desalination, there has been the proposal [17] of a new technological concept of ideal reverse osmosis that enables a more appropriate assessment of the energy efficiency of water desalination. In [18], the seawater desalination energy utilization efficiency was evaluated from the perspectives of the feed flow rate, pressure, and temperature, and a strategy for improving the energy efficiency was presented. In [19], the main energy efficiency indexes of desalination, such as the thermal efficiency, equivalent power consumption rate, and fuel consumption rate, were established and analyzed. In [20], aiming at a water desalination project with combined production of hydropower, the energy consumption indexes of power consumption, steam consumption and chemical consumption are established and the calculation method is given to analyze the impact on system operation.

The above-mentioned works provide a reference for energy efficiency analysis of desalination. However, there is presently no method with a broad model compatibility and complete index system that is globally applicable for an objective and comprehensive evaluation of the desalination process. An overall evaluation of the energy efficiency of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN does not meet the current need for simultaneous transformation of the multi-source multi-load desalination process and improvement of its energy efficiency. Therefore, in the present study, beginning with the process of energy efficiency evaluation of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN, a model for evaluation of the desalination process was established. The characteristics of the existing multi-source multi-load MEN were analyzed and an integrated energy efficiency evaluation index system that considers multiple factors was established. This paper also reviews existing integrated energy efficiency evaluation methods and identifies their inherent problems.

2 Model and integrated energy efficiency evaluation of multi-source multi-load desalination MEN

2.1 MEN model

A multi-source multi-load desalination MEN is a complex multi-input multi-output energy system. Ideal engineering models of the system are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The multi-source characteristic of the system mainly relates
to the source side, which includes renewable resources and a grid access, as well as energy storage for when there is insufficient power. The first part of the system utilizes the thermal load method or membrane method.

Thermal desalination, which is also referred to as distillation desalination, involves the injection of the pretreated seawater into the multi-stage evaporator, heating and vaporization of the seawater in the evaporator, and cooling to fresh water in the multi-stage condenser [21], [22]. The main energy-consuming equipment of the thermal desalination process is the evaporator, which is connected to the system as a part of the heat load. Membrane seawater desalination is also referred to as osmotic seawater desalination. It is based on the application of a pressure greater than the osmotic pressure to the seawater side through the multi-stage pressure pump driven by electric power. The water molecules are separated from the impurities such as salt to obtain fresh water through the osmotic system composed of a multi-stage osmotic membrane [23], [24]. The main energy-consuming equipment of membrane desalination is the pressure pump used to transport the seawater. The pump can be regarded as part of the electrical load of the system.

![Fig. 1 Engineering model for membrane desalination](image1)

![Fig. 2 Engineering model for thermal desalination](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Parts of the multi-source multi-load system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part of system</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-energy conversion equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second part of the multi-load system includes the support cooling, heating, and electric loads of the desalination process. This is used to enhance the economy of the desalination system. The second part of the multi-load system also includes the chiller, boiler, cogeneration system, and other multi-energy conversion equipment. The various parts of the multi-source multi-load system are detailed in Table 2.

2.2 Basic process of integrated energy efficiency evaluation

On the multi-source side of the above system model, the output of the renewable resources is significantly seasonal, periodic, and regional. For example, the wind resources on the southeast coast and islands of China are stronger than those in the northern coastal areas. Additionally, the photovoltaic resources in the country are stronger in summer than in winter. On the multi-load side, the desalination load and the cooling, heating, and electricity loads are significantly affected by the climatic conditions and lifestyle of the users. Moreover, significant differences occur among the data used for planning, construction, operation, and implementation of a desalination plant. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop a unified, reasonable, and universal evaluation index system and evaluation scheme for a desalination plant, taking into consideration the various types of utilized equipment and the complex connections and energy transfer between them. An integrated energy efficiency evaluation process for the multi-source multi-load desalination MEN model described in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The evaluation involves the following steps:

1) Establishment of an integrated energy efficiency evaluation index system and the calculation method for each index. The selection of comprehensive evaluation indexes is in accordance with the principles of systematization, nature, and comparability. On the one hand, the indexes should correctly and comprehensively reflect the actual condition of the system. On the other hand, the ease of data collection and the computation load should be taken into consideration [25], [26]. In [27], the Delphi method is used to establish the customer evaluation index system for electricity sales through consultation with scholars and power marketing personnel. In [28], a performance function is used to preprocess the established qualitative and quantitative indexes to better reflect the actual situation. In [29], the index system is divided into two levels, namely the macro-demand index set and micro-evaluation index set. A comprehensive evaluation system is established by considering the interdependence and influence degrees of the indexes. In the present study, based on the above principles and methods, an evaluation index system that considers the energy consumption, equipment type, and economic, environmental, and social factors was established. The calculation methods were developed to achieve an integrated energy efficiency evaluation system for a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN.

2) Selection of an evaluation method that is suitable for the characteristics of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN. A comprehensive evaluation method usually includes subjective and objective aspects. The subjective evaluation involves expert advice based on an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [30], while the objective evaluation is based on the information collected from the objective evaluation and involves an entropy weight method [31]. The details will be discussed in Section 4.

3) Numerical calculation. The integrated energy efficiency evaluation data of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN are collected during the construction and operation of the plant and through examination of their potential effect. Because of the differing scales and operation processes of different plants, the original data used for calculation are first normalized for unification and comparability [32].

4) Analysis of the comprehensive evaluation results. The calculation results are used for quantitative comparative analysis of the multi-source multi-load desalination MEN based on the multiple levels of the evaluation indexes to obtain the final evaluation results.

---

**Fig. 3** Integrated energy efficiency evaluation of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN
3 Integrated energy efficiency evaluation index system for multi-source multi-load desalination MEN

3.1 Energy efficiency indicators

Recent years have witnessed increasing research on the reduction of dependence on fossil fuel and the carbon footprint through the use of renewable energy and energy storage, such as on the source side of the energy structure of a desalination plant. This energy perspective has become the key to measuring the energy efficiency of a desalination MEN. In [33], to spread out the cost of the desalination process, light and heat are used as the energy source of the distillation system, and wind turbines as the energy source of the steam compressor. In [34], wind turbines and desalination are combined in a MEN to reduce the fossil energy consumption of desalination. In [35], the authors propose a high-efficiency desalination system that uses renewable energy and natural vacuum technology. In [36], wind and light hybrid renewable energy is used for energy-efficient multi-effect evaporation desalination.

In the present study, an energy efficiency indicator \( I_{E,N} \) was established to reflect the renewable energy efficiency level, energy storage efficiency level, electric energy efficiency level, heat energy efficiency level, and cooling energy efficiency level of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN. The renewable energy efficiency \( \eta_{RE} \) was defined to evaluate the overall energy efficiency of the system, as follows:

\[
\eta_{RE} = \frac{P_{in}}{P_{out}}
\]

where \( P_{in} \) is the total annual photovoltaic power generated by the system; \( P_{out} \) is the total annual wind power generated; and \( P_{out} \) is the theoretical annual maximum renewable energy generated.

The energy storage system stores the surplus electric energy generated from the renewable energy and releases it when there is a shortfall in the energy generation to ensure normal operation of the system. The energy storage efficiency \( \eta_{ST} \) is given by

\[
\eta_{ST} = \frac{P_{sm}}{P_{s}}
\]

where \( P_{sm} \) is the discharge capacity of the energy storage system, and \( P_{s} \) is the charge capacity.

A seawater desalination MEN has three forms of energy output, namely cooling energy, heating energy, and electric energy. The output and utilization efficiencies for these three forms of energy are important indicators of the energy efficiency of a multi-source multi-load system. The electric energy efficiency \( \eta_{E} \) is given by

\[
\eta_{E} = \frac{P_{EL} + P_{EL} + P_{EW}}{P_{in} + P_{s} + P_{a}}
\]

where \( P_{EL} \) is the electric energy generated by the multi-source multi-load system; \( P_{EL} \) is the electric energy consumed by the electric chillers, electric boilers and other equipment; \( P_{EW} \) is the electric energy consumed by the water desalination process; and \( P_{EL}, P_{s} \), and \( P_{a} \) are respectively the renewable energy generated, the stored energy, and the grid power supplied by the multi-source multi-load system.

The heat energy efficiency \( \eta_{H} \) is given by

\[
\eta_{H} = \frac{Q_{CHP} + Q_{GB} + Q_{EB}}{Q_{CHP} + Q_{GB} + Q_{EB}}
\]

where \( Q_{CHP} \) is the thermal energy supplied by the micro-energy grid; \( Q_{GB} \) is the heat energy consumed by the absorption chiller and other equipment; \( Q_{EB} \) is the heat energy consumed by the water desalination process; and \( Q_{CHP}, Q_{GB}, Q_{EB} \) are respectively the heat energy produced by the CHP, gas boiler, and electric boiler of the multi-source multi-load system.

The cooling energy efficiency \( \eta_{C} \) is given by

\[
\eta_{C} = \frac{Q_{CI} + Q_{CL}}{Q_{CI} + Q_{CL}}
\]

where \( Q_{CL} \) is the cooling energy supplied by the multi-source multi-load system; \( Q_{CI} \) is the cooling energy consumed by the system; and \( Q_{CI} \) and \( Q_{CL} \) are respectively the cooling energy consumed by the electric chillers and absorption chillers.

3.2 Energy efficiency index

The multi-source multi-load desalination MEN includes energy generation equipment, energy conversion equipment, desalination equipment, and other equipment. Diverse studies have been conducted on these equipment. In [37], a desalination system with renewable energy is optimized using gas turbine and multi-stage flash cycle equipment for more efficient energy utilization. In [38], the authors improve the traditional energy recovery equipment through significant enhancement of the energy utilization efficiency of the reverse osmosis desalination system. In [39], a solar dish concentrator is used to improve the renewable energy generation of a desalination system and the distillation efficiency. This previous works reveal that the utilized equipment and their operation state significantly impact the energy efficiency of the MEN. The energy efficiency index of each equipment is key to measuring the integrated energy efficiency of the MEN.

The energy efficiency index of an equipment, \( I_{DEE} \), is determined by the energy conversion efficiency, energy utilization rate, failure rate, service life, operation pattern,
and maintenance coefficient of the equipment. The average energy conversion efficiency $\eta_{EC}$ of the equipment is given by

$$\eta_{EC} = \frac{1}{n+1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{E_{out,i} + M_{FW}}{M_{SW}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $E_{out,i}$ is the energy output of the equipment; $E_{in}$ is the energy input; $n$ is the number of energy conversion equipment in the MEN; $M_{FW}$ is the fresh water output of the desalination system; and $M_{SW}$ is the amount of utilized desalinated seawater.

The energy utilization rate $\eta_{EU}$ of the equipment is given by

$$\eta_{EU} = \frac{1}{n+1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{T_{AU,i}}{T_{PC,i} + T_{WPU,i}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $T_{AU,i}$ is the number of actual operation hours of the equipment per day; $T_{PC,i}$ is the maximum number of operation hours per day; $n$ is the number of equipment in the MEN; $T_{WPU,i}$ is the actual number of operation hours of the desalination unit per day; and $T_{WPT,i}$ is the maximum number of operation hours of the unit per day.

The equipment failure rate $\eta_{EF}$ is given by

$$\eta_{EF} = \frac{1}{n+1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{T_{WT,i}}{T_{NT,i} + T_{WNT,i}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $T_{WT,i}$ is the downtime of the equipment due to failure; $T_{NT,i}$ is the normal operation time of the equipment; $n$ is the number of equipment in the MEN; $T_{WNT,i}$ is the failure shutdown time of the desalination unit; and $T_{WNT,i}$ is the normal operation time of the desalination unit.

The service life of the device $T_{EU}$ is given by

$$T_{EU} = \frac{1}{n+1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_{EU,i} + t_{WU,i} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $t_{EU,i}$ is the expected service life of the equipment under normal use; $n$ is the number of equipment in the MEN; and $t_{WU,i}$ is the expected service life of the MEN under normal use.

The maintenance coefficient $R_{OM}$ of the equipment is given by

$$R_{OM} = \frac{1}{n+1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{t_{MA,i} + t_{WMA,i}}{t_{WOP,i}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $t_{MA,i}$ is the time spent on maintenance of the equipment during an operation cycle; $t_{OP,i}$ is the normal operation time of the equipment during an operation cycle; $n$ is the number of equipment in the multi-source multi-load seawater desalination system; $t_{WMA,i}$ is the time spent on maintenance of the desalination unit during an operation cycle; and $t_{WOP,i}$ is the duration of a normal operation cycle.

### 3.3 Economic energy efficiency index

The economic benefit of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN is important to its promotion and development. In [40], the authors present an economic feasibility model for evaluating the technical economy of the Karachi Nuclear Power Plant. In [41], the authors conduct an economic analysis of a distillation system in Jordan composed of flat plate collectors, photovoltaic panels, spiral air gap membrane distribution modules, and a data acquisition system. The authors of [42] conducted a study on the economics of forward and reverse osmosis hybrid desalination systems and propose some guidelines for improving the economic competitiveness of the hybrid process.

The economic energy efficiency index $I_{ECO}$ proposed in this paper considers the system integrated energy cost, investment cost, operation and maintenance costs, output benefit, and comprehensive rate of return. It promises to be useful for analysis of the system energy input and output. The integrated energy cost $W_{EC}$ is given by

$$W_{EC} = W_{PDL} + W_{GAS} + W_{RAT}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $W_{PDL}$ is the power purchase cost for the operation of the system on a typical operation day; $W_{GAS}$ is the gas purchase cost; and $W_{RAT}$ is the acquisition cost of seawater for the desalination process.

The system investment cost $W_{SI}$ is given by

$$W_{SI} = W_{PDL} + W_{WT} + W_{OP}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $W_{PDL}$ is the fixed investment cost of the system equipment; $W_{WT}$ is the investment cost of the desalination unit; and $W_{OP}$ is the investment cost of the other components of the system, such as pipeline construction, land use and the medicine cost for pretreatment of raw seawater.

The system operation and maintenance cost $W_{OM}$ is the cost of the operation and maintenance of the system during an operation cycle. The system output benefit $W_{PB}$ is given by

$$W_{PB} = W_{PDL} + W_{HLOAD} + W_{CLOAD} + W_{WLOAD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $W_{PDL}$, $W_{HLOAD}$, $W_{CLOAD}$, and $W_{WLOAD}$ are respectively the revenues generated from the supply of electricity, heating, cooling, and fresh water.

The return on investment $W_{AB}$ is the ratio of annual average profit $W_{PR}$ and total investment $W_{TI}$ of the system after deducting inflation factors. It is given by

$$W_{AB} = \frac{W_{PR}}{W_{TI}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

### 3.4 Environmental and social energy efficiency indicators

A multi-source multi-load desalination MEN uses and coverts local renewable and non-renewable energy resources. Through micro-energy integration, it provides local cooling, heating, and electricity and water supply.
Environmental and social energy efficiency indicators can be used to determine the relationship between the energy consumption of the system and its environmental impact and social contribution. To assess the environmental and social impacts of the system, the authors of [43] used the life cycle assessment method. Reference [44] presents a detailed examination of a desalination plant in Israel from the perspectives of energy demand, environmental policy, and decision-making. The authors of [45] investigated the potential impacts of desalination plants and the public perception of such facilities.

The environmental and social energy efficiency index $I_{SOC}$ developed in the present study includes five sub-indicators, namely the pollutant emission energy efficiency, waste energy efficiency, environmental contribution energy efficiency, user energy efficiency identification, and social energy efficiency identification. The pollutant emission energy efficiency $\eta_{CE}$ is given by

$$\eta_{CE} = \frac{\sum G_m}{W_{EIN}}$$

where $W_{EIN}$ is the total energy input, including renewable energy, electric energy, and chemical (gas) energy; $G_m$ is the emitted amount of a particular pollutant; and $m$ is the number of pollutants.

The waste energy efficiency $\eta_{WE}$ is given by

$$\eta_{WE} = \frac{\sum H_m}{W_{EIN}}$$

where $H_m$ is the generated amount of a particular waste, and $m$ is the number of wastes.

The environmental contribution energy efficiency $\eta_{ED}$ is given by

$$\eta_{ED} = \frac{M_p + M_r}{M_c + M_p + M_r}$$

where $M_p$ and $M_r$ are respectively the reductions in the amount of carbon dioxide emission afforded by photovoltaic and wind power generation; and $M_c$ is the total amount of nonrenewable energy resources consumed by the operation of the system.

The user energy efficiency identification $I_u$ is given by

$$I_u = \frac{1}{4} (I_{UC} + I_{UH} + I_{UE} + I_{UW})$$

where $I_{UC}$, $I_{UH}$, $I_{UE}$, and $I_{UW}$ are the average scores of local users’ satisfaction of cooling, heating, electric, and water services through questionnaire survey.

The social energy efficiency identification $I_s$ is given by

$$I_s = \frac{1}{3} (I_{SU} + I_{SG} + I_{SS})$$

where $I_{SU}$, $I_{SG}$, $I_{SS}$ are the average scores of public service experts on user service, environmental contribution and social satisfaction identification through questionnaire survey.

The degree of identification is a subjective measure that can be determined by a questionnaire survey of users or other similar methods. The measure ranges between 1 and 9, where 1 indicates “very dissatisfied,” and 9 “very satisfied” (see Table 3 for further details).

### Table 3: Identification degree rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of satisfaction</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very dissatisfied</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally satisfied</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate scores</td>
<td>2, 4, 6, 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 Integrated energy efficiency evaluation index system

Based on the established energy, equipment, economic, environmental, and social energy efficiency indexes, an integrated energy efficiency index system for a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN was developed. The hierarchy of the index system is shown in Fig. 4. This evaluation system is divided into three layers. The first layer is the evaluation target layer, which enables quantitative evaluation of the construction and transformative effect of the system. The second layer is the evaluation criteria layer, which enables specific criteria-based evaluation of the energy, equipment, economic, environmental, and societal effects of the system. It can be used to screen and evaluate the system in a specific field. The third layer is the evaluation index layer, which includes specific sub-indicators of each evaluation criterion.

### 4 Integrated energy efficiency evaluation method for multi-source multi-load desalination MEN

The proposed comprehensive evaluation method is based on multiple evaluation indexes and levels. It can be used for quantitative analysis and assessment of the evaluation objectives based on certain procedures or models. The method utilizes an analytic hierarchy process (AHP), the entropy weight method (EWM), the grey correlation degree
method, and the combination analysis method. In its actual application, the third level indicators can be calculated using the project plan, construction and operation data, and the equations presented in sections 3.1–3.4 above.

4.1 Subjective evaluation method

AHP is a comprehensive evaluation method commonly used in various fields. In [46], a method for combining fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and AHP based on the determined risk index is introduced. The weight vector for the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is determined by AHP. The proposed method was applied to a large-scale desalination project. In [47], indexes such as the geothermal energy development and utilization, thermal breakthrough time, average heat production rate, total heat recovery rate, and reinjection utilization rate are established for evaluation of a geothermal exploitation process based on AHP and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. In [48], the authors identify some risk factors through a questionnaire survey and literature review and use fuzzy AHP to comprehensively calculate the overall risk of a clean power generation plant with energy storage at its core. In [49], AHP method is used to determine the weights of the evaluation indexes of the energy efficiency of an energy distribution network. The integrated energy efficiency is subsequently determined and the weak link in the energy distribution network is identified. Based on AHP, the authors of [50] established a layer-by-layer judgment matrix for the comprehensive evaluation of the development level of the power market, taking into consideration the subjectivity of expert qualitative analysis. The integrated energy efficiency evaluation index system established in the present work is a multi-level system. It is thus suitable for application to the AHP method. For this purpose, the judgment matrixes of the relative importance of the indexes for the target layer, criterion layer, and index layer should first be constructed in the criterion layer through expert consultation and other methods. Secondly, the judgment matrix of the criterion layer is tested for consistency, and the corresponding weight vector is then calculated. Subsequently, the weight vector of the criterion layer to the target layer is determined by expert consultation and other methods to calculate the comprehensive weight of each evaluation index of the desalination MEN. Finally, together with the use of basic investment, construction, and operation data, the integrated energy efficiency of the system can be analyzed.

4.2 Objective evaluation method

However, as a kind of subjective weighting method, the results of the practical application of the AHP method is affected by subjective factors such as user engineering experience and professional level. Hence, a more objective evaluation method was developed for comprehensive evaluation in the present study. Based on the original data, objective weighting was applied to each evaluation index to avoid dependence of the evaluation results on human subjective perception. This affords a strong mathematical assessment. Commonly used objective weighting methods include the EWM and the technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS).

In [51], a multi-attribute decision-making method based on the EWM is used to analyze and evaluate some reactive power optimization alternatives, determine the objective weight of each of the evaluation indexes, and rank the alternatives. In [52], the authors propose an EWM-based microgrid vulnerability assessment method that considers the randomness of the distributed power generation and load. The method enables an objective determination of the effects of the inherent structural characteristics and internal energy distribution of the microgrid. In [53], a comprehensive system for evaluating the state characteristics...
of a low-voltage distribution network is presented. The objective weights of the different evaluation indexes are determined by the EWM based on the characteristics of the evaluation data.

The presently proposed integrated energy efficiency evaluation method for a desalination MEN considers the energy efficiency indicators, equipment energy efficiency index, economic energy efficiency index, and environmental and social energy efficiency index. This represents a multi-attribute decision-making problem. The objective weight of each attribute index can be determined based on information entropy. Firstly, the input data are initialized to obtain several alternative schemes of the desalination MEN. We considered a multi-attribute decision-making problem with four evaluation indexes and N alternative schemes and constructed the evaluation index matrix. The matrix was standardized using the rule of the larger the index, the better or worse the result. The entropy and entropy weight of each evaluation index was then determined. The smaller the information entropy, the greater the information that was obtained and the larger was the objective weight. Conversely, the larger the information entropy, the smaller was the objective weight. Finally, the comprehensive weight was determined.

However, when the information entropy of the EWM approaches 1, the weight will become unreasonable. In this case, the EWM can be improved by adjusting the weight, or TOPSIS can be used for a comprehensive evaluation. TOPSIS fully utilizes the available data and eliminates the influence of dimension. It is easy to use in combination with other methods. In [54], the authors propose a method for evaluating the influence of the air supply blade angle on the energy utilization and thermal comfort afforded by an air conditioning system. TOPSIS was used to evaluate the influence of various parameters. However, in view of the problem that TOPSIS has a reverse order, which causes multi-dimensional problems, a scheme with a closer positive order ideal solution may be used to obtain a closer negative ideal solution. The authors of [55] used the absolute positive and negative ideal point theory and the projection approach method to improve TOPSIS and evaluate the planning scheme. The reverse order of TOPSIS produced a scheme that was closer to the positive order ideal solution for multidimensional problems, rather than closer to the negative ideal solution. In [55], TOPSIS is improved by the absolute positive and negative ideal point theory and a projection-type approach degree method for the evaluation of planning schemes.

Therefore, in the evaluation of the integrated energy efficiency of a desalination MEN, the EWM can be used to determine the objective weight of each index. After normalization and weighting of the index matrix, the standardized weighted decision matrix can be obtained. The optimal energy efficiency value corresponding to each of the four indexes is obtained as a positive ideal solution, and the worst energy efficiency value as a negative ideal solution. The “vertical” distance between the index value corresponding to each decision and the positive and negative ideal solution is then calculated. The comprehensive evaluation can then be completed using the ratio between the approaching degree of each decision index to its positive ideal solution and its alienating degree to its negative ideal solution. The greater the ratio, the better the evaluation, and vice versa.

4.3 Combinational evaluation method

Objective weighting can be used to eliminate the impact of subjective factors. However, it does not reflect the degrees of subjective preference of the evaluation attributes. It also requires a large amount of data input and has a low applicability. The weights obtained by this method may be significantly unrepresentative of the actual relative importance of the attributes. Considering the characteristics of subjective and objective evaluation, a combination of the two is reasonable, enabling exploitation of their respective advantages to achieve a better comprehensive evaluation.

In [56], a comprehensive evaluation index system is established for an electric vehicle based on the multiple attributes of the battering fast charging network and the coupling relationships within the network. The AHP method is used to determine the criterion layer while the EWM is used to determine the weight of the index layer. A fuzzy comprehensive evaluation algorithm with hierarchical recursive characteristics is used to quantify the impact of the fast charging network. Further, aiming at a four-tier evaluation index system, the authors of [57] propose a hierarchical evaluation method for an intelligent distribution network. The method combines the improved order analysis method (G1) with TOPSIS. The weights are first determined by the G1 method and then improved by TOPSIS to achieve a more accurate evaluation. In [58], based on the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP), similarity clustering analysis is used to determine the static subjective weights of the indexes, while an index weight determination method based on index correlation (CRITIC) is used to determine the dynamic objective weight. A new risk assessment model of an intelligent distribution network is developed by combining the two sets of weights into optimal variable weights. In [59], an analytic network process and anti-entropy weight method are used to determine the weights.
5 Conclusion

Integrated energy efficiency evaluation is the primary means of enhancing advanced energy systems. It is the basis for large-scale expansion of a multi-source multi-load seawater desalination MEN. However, there is presently no broadly applicable evaluation model and index system for the objective and comprehensive evaluation of the overall energy efficiency of a multi-source multi-load desalination MEN. With the aim of addressing this key problem of integrated energy efficiency evaluation, an ideal multi-source multi-load desalination MEN model applicable to both thermal and membrane desalination was established in the present study. The evaluation process involves establishment of the integrated energy efficiency index system, selection of an evaluation method, numerical calculation, and result analysis. Determination of the energy, equipment, economic, and environmental and social energy efficiencies are all included in the process. Existing evaluation methods were also analyzed and summarized.

The evaluation in this paper is mainly for the traditional distillation and osmosis seawater desalination projects. There are still some imperfections in combination with the actual project. In the follow-up research, more detailed research will be conducted on the actual project, and more seawater desalination methods will be considered.
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